The Energetic Boundary Decree
I hereby declare to hold space for my energetic sovereignty, with clear and strong energetic boundaries as to assist in raising the
collective vibration by doing my own work in right relationship with the whole. With this decree I agree, mind-body-soul, to
intentionally and consciously embody the following:
 To take responsibility for my own healing
 To allow others to take responsibility for their own healing
 To clearly communicate energetic boundaries and exchange as soon as possible
 To keep mutually consented upon communication boundaries (how often, in what context, etc.)
 To only work energetically on/with others with clear permission
 To only enter another’s interdimensional energetic space with clear permission
 To connect with other’s energetic councils by permission only
 To clearly define the time/space parameters for working with others energetically
 To operate only in this sacred container with myself and others
Client/Student Energetic Boundary Decree
 I am responsible for my own healing and growth
 I hold the client/student space in integrity with respect for my journey
 My practitioner/teacher is not responsible for my healing and growth
 I respect the time and space of my practitioner/teacher and communicate with purpose
 If not clearly communicated from the practitioner/teacher, I will take the initiative to ask and clearly establish the energetic
boundaries for this relationship, along with frequency of communication and energetic exchange roles
 I will do my own work within and without my designated session/training time as healing, learning, and growth are my path
 I will reach out to others energetically only when needed in mutually agreed upon energetic space
 I will hold space for myself as others hold space for themselves
 I will not assume that the practitioner/teacher is a social friend and is open to this type of energetic exchange outside of
session/class work as the practitioner/teacher role is not that of new best friend
 If the practitioner/other is holding space for me I respect the agreed upon energetic exchange
 If I am working in a trade/barter, or practitioner-to-practitioner agreement, I will respect the time/space and energetic
boundaries as equally as I do any other energy exchange
Practitioner/Teacher Energetic Boundary Decree
 I will be mindful of my energy and ability to hold space at all times
 I will clearly communicate my professional energetic boundaries and expectations as soon as possible
 My personal work is separate from my professional work and I hold space for this as part of the whole
 If I am unable to hold the energetic boundary between my personal work and others personal work I will take a break from
the role of practitioner/teacher
 I will teach others, at all times, by example and communication, how to hold positive energetic boundaries so they can have
the most effective self-healing and growth journey
 I will not punish a person or group for needing to learn energetic boundaries but will instead, with love and compassion,
teach the principles of this Decree, holding to my own energetic boundaries (which include stopping all energetic work until
the agreed upon boundaries are being respected and followed), and sharing this Decree
We are infinite energetic beings, all connected and holding our healing, our energy, and our journey in the highest sacred space
available to us. As we enter higher frequencies and establish stronger, deeper connections within ourselves, with each other, and
with the higher realms of consciousness, together we are being pulled to mutually beneficial energetic relationships to support our
evolution and collective growth.
~ By signing this Decree I seal my intention for the highest good ~

Signature

{Brandy Yavicoli, Energy Channel - SoothsayersAria.com}
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